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RNA-seq of Developmental Liver and pancreas 

I. Liver and pancreas arise from endoderm at E10.5. 

II. RNA-seq could detect the differential transcriptom of two organs. 



Data processing 



Data Processing Step I 



Data Processing Step II 
quality control 

score=-10log10 (sequenceing error rate) 
 



Data Processing Step III    Mapping 



Mapping quality 
score=-10log10 (mapping error rate) 
non-unique mapping  

Number of hits 

Unique mapping 



Data Processing Step IV   Differential expression analysis 

Count the reads of each gene using htseq-count with gene structure annotation： 
Ensembl mm9 （downloaded from UCSC）  

Command : 

Output : 



DESeq script: 

Output: 



MafA and mafB is expressed in pancreatic β-cells and is essential for  
β-cell maturation and glucose-induced insulin expression. 
  

Yan Hang and Roland Stein 

Maf family transcription factors 



Outline of MafA and MafB 

  

I. The maf family can be subdivided into two groups. Large mafs are proto-oncoproteins and are 
overexpressed in many human cancers. 

 

II. Small mafs, MafF, MafG, andMafK, lack an activation domain and act as repressors or rely on 
dimerization partners for their transcriptional activity. 

 

III. They have the simplest DNA-binding motif, with two long α-helices gripping DNA like a pair of 
chopsticks. 
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Signaling network of mafA 





multiple sequence alignment program--- clustalW2 

将比对结果输入weblogo中寻找sequence logo  



Sequence Conservation  
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Secondary structure of  MAFA_MOUSE  MAFB_MOUSE 



 Structure of  MAFA_MOUSE  MAFB_MOUSE 
  



Multiple Alignment 

FalseTest of substitution saturation 

Phylogenetic Reconstruction 

Analysis 

Phylogenetics Reconstruction 

Model Test (Maximum Likelihood Method) 



FalseTest of substitution saturation 

 FalseTest of substitution saturation by DAMBE 



 Phylogenetic Maximum-parsimony tree of Maf family. Aliment of the sequence was made with ClustalX; this was used to derive phylogenetic tree with 
paup by the Maximum-parsimony method. Bootstrapping was carried out on 1000 replicates. Based on the tree Maf family consist of three clades. 
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 Phylogenetic Neighbour-joining tree of Maf family. Aliment of the sequence was made with ClustalX;this was used to derive phylogenetic tree with 
mega5.0 by the minimum-parsimony method. Bootstrapping was carried out on 1000 replicates. Based on the tree Maf family consist of three clades. 
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 Phylogenetic Maximum-likelihood tree of Maf family. Aliment of the sequence was made with ClustalX;this was used to derive    
phylogenetic tree with PHYLIP by the Maximum-likelihood method. Based on the tree Maf family consist of three clades. 



Conclusion  

RNA-seq could detect new genes important for development. 
 
Maf family may have at least one replication during evolution. 
 
Replication of maf family in Chordata may related to the origin of pancreas. 
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